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 Abstract  
 
The conjugative coupling protein TrwB is responsible for connecting the 
relaxosome to the type IV secretion system during conjugative DNA transfer of 
plasmid R388. It is directly involved in transport of the relaxase TrwC, and it 
displays an ATPase activity probably involved in DNA pumping. We designed a 
conjugation assay in which the frequency of DNA transfer is directly proportional to 
the amount of TrwB. A collection of point mutants was constructed in TrwB 
cytoplasmic domain on the basis of the crystal structure of TrwB∆N70, targeting the 
NTP-binding region, the cytoplasmic surface, or the internal channel in the 
hexamer. An additional set of transfer-deficient mutants was obtained by random 
mutagenesis. Most mutants were impaired in both DNA and protein transport. We 
found that the integrity of the nucleotide binding domain is absolutely required for 
TrwB function, being also involved in monomer-monomer interactions. Polar 
residues surrounding the entrance and inside the internal channel were important 
for TrwB function, and may be involved in interactions with the relaxosomal 
components. Finally, the N-terminal transmembrane domain of TrwB was subjected 
to random mutagenesis followed by a two-hybrid screen for mutants showing 
enhanced protein-protein interactions with the related TrwE protein of Bartonella 
tribocorum. Several point mutants were obtained in the transmembranal helices; 
specifically, one Proline from each protein may be the key residue involved in the 
interaction of the coupling protein with the type IV secretion apparatus.
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 Introduction  
 
Bacterial conjugation can be viewed mechanistically as a rolling-circle 
replication system linked to a type IV secretion process. The two processes come 
into contact through the activity of a protein that couples the plasmid replication 
machinery to the export system in the membrane, allowing horizontal 
dissemination of the replicating DNA molecule (35). This key protein is called 
coupling protein (T4CP). It is present in all conjugative systems as well as in many 
type IV secretion systems (T4SS) involved in bacterial virulence (16). The secreted 
substrate in bacterial conjugation is the relaxase or pilot protein, attached to the 
DNA strand. The shoot-and-pump model for bacterial conjugation proposes that, 
after secretion of the protein through the T4SS, the T4CP works as a motor for 
export of the rest of the DNA molecule (36). In addition to its presumed role as a 
DNA transporter, TrwB is also required for transport of relaxase TrwC in the 
absence of DNA transfer (15). 
 In accordance with its proposed coupling activity, early genetic 
experiments made patent that the function of conjugative T4CPs depended on 
interactions with both the cytoplasmic substrate complex (the relaxosome) and the 
T4SS (6, 7). Thus, T4CP interactions with other conjugation proteins are a key 
aspect of their function. There have been several reports of interactions between 
T4CPs from conjugative plasmids and either relaxosomal components [F-TraD with 
TraM (14, 38), RP4-TraG with TraI (49), pCF10-PcfC with PcfF and PcfG (11)] or 
T4SS components [R27-TraG with TrhB) (17); T4CP-T4SS interactions have also 
been reported for the VirB/D4 T4SS involved in DNA transfer from Agrobacterium 
tumefaciens to plant cells (1, 9)]. Both sets of interactions have only been 
concurrently shown for TrwB, the T4CP of plasmid R388. TrwB interacts with 
proteins TrwA and TrwC, which form the R388 relaxosome, and with the R388 T4SS 
component TrwE (37). While the interaction with the relaxosome is highly specific 
for its cognate system (24, 37, 48), the interaction between the T4CP and the T4SS 
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is less specific: a single T4CP can interact functionally with several conjugative 
T4SS. Interestingly, a correlation was observed between the strength of the 
T4CP:TrwE-like interaction and the efficiency of DNA transfer (37). T4CPs also 
interact with TrwE-like components of T4SS involved in virulence (13). In the case 
of the highly related Trw T4SS systems of plasmid R388 and the human pathogen 
Bartonella spp, it was further demonstrated that R388-TrwE could be functionally 
replaced by the B. tribocorum homolog TrwEBt (13). 
 T4CPs are integral membrane proteins anchored to the inner membrane by 
an N-terminal transmembrane domain (TMD). The soluble cytoplasmic domain of 
TrwB (TrwB∆N70), lacking this TMD, has been biochemically and structurally 
analyzed in detail. It retains the ability to bind NTPs and to unspecifically bind DNA 
(42). The characterization of its DNA-dependent ATPase activity (54) strengthened 
the possibility that T4CPs work as DNA motors. This activity is also stimulated by 
the oriT-binding protein TrwA (52).  
 The determination of the 3D-structure of TrwB∆N70 indicated a quaternary 
structure consisting of hexamers that form an almost spherical, orange-shaped 
structure with a 20Å inner channel (ICH) (18, 19). Each monomer is composed of 
two main structural domains: the nucleotide-binding domain (NBD) and the all-
alpha domain (AAD). The NBD has α/β topology and is reminiscent of RecA and DNA 
ring helicases. The AAD domain is facing the cytoplasmic side, and bears significant 
structural similarity to the N-terminal domain of site-specific recombinase XerD and 
also to a 40-residue segment of the DNA binding domain of protein TraM, the 
component of the relaxosome of F-like plasmids that interacts with its cognate 
T4CP, TraD. The structure of the hexamer as a whole resembles that of the F1-
ATPase, raising interesting perspectives into the possible way of action of coupling 
proteins as molecular motors in conjugation (5). 
 There have been several attempts to functionally dissect T4CPs. In F-TraD, it 
was determined that its C-terminus is essential for relaxosomal specificity, probably 
through an interaction with TraM (4, 39, 48). The cytoplasmic domain of the related 
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TraD protein of plasmid R1 stimulates both transesterase and helicase activities of 
its cognate relaxase, TraI (41, 51). A series of random mutants were shown to 
affect TraD oligomerization (23). In VirD4, the T4CP of the VirB T4SS of A. 
tumefaciens, both the periplasmic domain plus key residues of the NBD are 
required for its location at the cell poles (31); its interaction with the T4SS protein 
substrate VirE2 does not require the N-terminal TMD (2). Mutational analysis of 
R27-TraG showed that the periplasmic residues are essential for interaction with 
the T4SS (22). An N-terminal deletion variant of PcfC, the T4CP of the Enterococcus 
plasmid pCF10, loses its membrane localization, but retains its ability to bind 
relaxosomal components (11). Biochemical analysis of full-length R388-TrwB 
showed that the N-terminal TMD stabilizes the protein, aids oligomerization, and 
affects nucleotide selection (25-27). This region is essential for T4SS interaction, 
but TrwB∆N70 retains the ability to interact with the relaxosomal components TrwA 
and TrwC (37). Taken together, these analyses suggested that the N-terminal TMD 
of the T4CPs is necessary for T4SS interaction, oligomerization and cellular location, 
and the C-terminal cytoplasmic domain is necessary for relaxosomal interactions 
and ATPase activity associated to DNA transport. 
 In this study, we set up different assays to search for mutants affecting 
TrwB function in DNA and protein transfer. We constructed a series of TrwB point 
mutants based on the 3D structure of TrwB∆N70. Most selected residues were 
essential for TrwB function in conjugation, especially under conditions where TrwB 
was in limiting quantities. We analyzed the in vivo properties of selected mutants 
with a battery of in vivo assays to map functional domains. Also, random mutants 
in the TMD were screened for improved interactions with the T4SS, which allowed 
mapping of the TrwB-TrwE interaction domain. 
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 Materials and Methods 
 
 Bacterial strains and plasmids. E. coli strain DH5α (21) was used in all 
cloning procedures. Strain DY380 (32) was used to express the Red recombination 
system. Most plasmids were maintained in the lacIq strain D1210 (44). For 
conjugation experiments, donor and recipient strains were D1210, DH5α, UB1637 
(12), and HMS174 (8), as indicated. The cya-deficient strain DHM1 (28) was used 
for the bacterial two-hybrid assay. Plasmids used are described in Tables 1 and 2. 
 
 Plasmid constructions. Plasmids were constructed using standard 
methodology (45). A brief description of each plasmid is included in Table 2. TrwB 
mutants were constructed in plasmid pSU4633, which codes for trwA-trwB under 
the control of its own PtrwA promoter, for assay of in vivo functions 
(complementation of a trwB mutant R388, dominant negative effect on wild-type 
R388). To limit the amount of TrwB, selected mutants were transferred to the 
pSU19 derivative pHP139, where trwB expression is under the control of the lactose 
promoter. trwA was added to pHP139 to express trwA-trwB from the lac promoter 
in plasmid pDEL003. For the two-hybrid assay we used the cloning vectors pUT18C 
and pT25 (to create fusions to the T18 and T25 domains of adenylate cyclase). 
 
 Mutagenesis procedures. Site-directed mutagenesis of selected TrwB 
residues was performed by the megaprimer method (47). Triple mutation in 
pMTX546 was not obtained by this method after several attempts, so it was 
constructed by a Red-recombination based technique, as described (32); briefly, 
plasmid pSU4633 was introduced into E. coli strain DY380, which carries a defective 
λ prophage harboring the recombination genes exo, bet, and gam under the control 
of temperature-sensitive cI-repressor. The Red recombination system was induced 
by 15-min incubation at 42ºC and cells made competent for electroporation. The 
mutation to be introduced (a kanamycin-resistance gene from transposon Tn5tac1, 
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flanked by SalI unique restriction sites) was PCR-amplified with oligonucleotides 
coding for the desired mutation plus 40 nt regions of homology to the regions 
flanking the site of mutation. This PCR fragment was electroporated into the 
competent cells and recombinants were selected by the antibiotic resistance marker 
and subsequently confirmed by PCR and restriction analysis. In a second step, the 
antibiotic resistance gene was deleted by SalI restriction and religation. 
 Random mutagenesis of trwB was performed by introducing the plasmid to 
be mutagenized into mutator strain XL1-Red (Stratagene) following the 
manufacturer´s recommendations. Plasmid pSU4633 was introduced into 
competent XL1-Red cells and grown overnight in 5 ml LB+Cm overnight in the dark. 
A 10-5 dilution was continued to grow under the same conditions. Succesive 
dilutions were 10-4, 10-3, 10-2 and 10-1, since the mutagenic strain grows slower 
after several generations. After the 5 cycles of mutagenic growth, DNA was 
extracted and re-introduced into fresh competent XL1-Red cells for a second round 
of mutagenesis. After four complete rounds of mutagenesis, DNA was transformed 
into D1210 (pSU1443) cells. In order to check for conjugation ability, transformants 
were replicated on LB plates with a lawn of DH5α recipient strain, left for 2h at 
37ºC, and replicated again on plates supplemented with Nx+Km (for 
transconjugants) and Cm+Km (for donors). Each plate included positive (pSU4633) 
and negative (pSU4632) controls. Transfer-deficient mutants were selected for DNA 
extraction, confirmation of the Tra- phenotype, and DNA sequencing to confirm the 
nature of the mutation. 
 Random mutagenesis of N-terminal regions of both TrwB and Bartonella 
tribocorum-TrwE (TrwEBt) was performed by mutagenic PCR using the GeneMorph 
II Random Mutagenesis Kit (Pharmacia) following the manufacturer´s 
recommendations. We adjusted the reactions to obtain an average of one mutation 
per 400 bp. Template DNAs were pMTX601 for mutagenesis of trwB, and pMTX697 
for mutagenesis of trwEBt. Oligonucleotides used were in both cases pUT18C-F 
(GAA GTT CTC GCC GGA TGT) and pUT18C-R (ATG CGG CAT CAG AGC AGA TTG), 
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which flank the cloning site in vector pUT18C. The PCR amplified products were 
digested with enzymes BamHI + KpnI (for trwB) or BamHI + NdeI (for trwEBt); the 
fragment corresponding to the ca. first 400 bp of the genes was gel-extracted and 
cloned into the corresponding template vector DNAs digested with the same 
enzymes. Ligations were electroporated into competent DHM1 cells containing the 
appropriate pT25 derivative (pMTX698 for screening of TrwB mutants, pMTX514 for 
TrwEBt mutants), and transformants plated in Cm+Ap+X-gal plates for screening of 
blue colonies representing mutants with stronger TrwB-TrwEBt interactions. DHMI 
harbouring the plasmids with the wild-type genes (pMTX601+pMTX698, and 
pMTX514+pMTX697) was also plated as a control of the colour of the TrwB-TrwEBt 
interaction. 
 
 Bacterial conjugation. Standard matings were performed as described 
(15). Dominant-negative effect of TrwB mutants was checked in the presence of a 
wild-type R388 derivative (pSU2007). pSU4622-derived or pHP139-derived TrwB 
mutants were checked either for complementation of a trwB-deficient R388 
derivative (pSU1443), or for mobilisation of a plasmid containing oriT plus TrwA 
and TrwC (pHP138) through the T4SS of plasmid pKM101 (present in plasmid 
pKM101∆mob). Matings were carried out from the lacIQ strain D1210 in the absence 
of IPTG (repressed conditions), in the presence of 0.5 mM IPTG in the agar plate 
during the 1-hour mating period (mild induction), or with an additional induction by 
previous 1/20 dilution of donor strains and growth for 2 hours in the presence of 
0.5 mM IPTG (strong induction). Results are shown as frequency of transconjugants 
per donor and are the mean of 2-5 independent experiments. Since standard 
deviation in mating assays can be as high as 50%, only differences of at least 1 log 
have been considered as mutant phenotypes. 
 
Relaxase transport assay. Triparental matings were performed to check 
for TrwC transport in the absence of DNA as described (15). Plasmids containing 
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TrwB or mutant derivatives were introduced in donor cells (D1210 or DH5α, as 
indicated) coding for the T4SS of pKM101 (plasmid pKM101∆mob) and TrwA+TrwC 
in a non-mobilizable plasmid (pET29:trwAC). None of the three plasmids present in 
the donor cell contain an oriT, so there is no conjugative DNA transport from the 
donor. Donor cells were mated with a second strain (DH5α or UB1637, as 
appropriate) containing a trwC-deficient R388 derivative (plasmid pSU1445). TrwC 
transport into this second strain was detected by complementation of the trwC 
mutation and subsequent mobilization of pSU1445 into a third recipient strain 
(HMS174). 
 
 Two-hybrid assay. In vivo protein-protein interactions were tested by the 
bacterial two-hybrid assay as described (13). In this assay, the strength of the 
interactions is reflected in the expression of lacZ. Strain DHM1 was was grown at 
30ºC and co-transformed with plasmids bearing a T25 and a T18 fusion. 
Transformants were grown overnight and spread on sectors of XGal-containing 
plates to observe and compare the blue colour. 
   
 Western blots. The amount of TrwB and TrwA in the cells was estimated by 
western blot of total protein extracts. E. coli D1210 cells containing the indicated 
plasmids were grown to an O.D. = 0.6 and then IPTG was added as indicated. Cells 
were collected, centrifuged, resuspended in 1/10 volume of 2x SDS-gel loading 
buffer (45) and frozen at -20ºC. 20 µl samples were boiled for 5 min and applied to 
SDS-PAGE gels. After the run, gels were transferred to nitrocellulose filters. Filters 
were stained with 0.1% Coomassie Brilliant Blue R250 in 50% methanol to estimate 
protein transfer. Anti-TrwB and anti-TrwA antibodies from rabbits immunized with 
purified TrwB∆N70 or TrwA-His protein were a generous gift of Gabriel Moncalián 
(University of Cantabria), and were used at a 1:5000 dilution. Secondary antibody 
(peroxidase-conjugated anti-rabbit IgG from ICN) was used at a 1:10,000 dilution. 
Detection was performed with Supersignal kit (Pierce) and bands analyzed on a 
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BioRad ChemiDoc apparatus. Control proteins TrwB∆N70 and TrwA-His were 
purified as described (53). 
 To determine the number of TrwB molecules in R388-containing cells, total 
extracts were blotted and compared to TrwB∆N70 dilution standards, as shown in 
Figure 1A. It was estimated that an OD600=0,5 corresponded to a concentration of 
108 bacteria/ml. Quantification of bands was done using the Quantity One software 
of BioRad.
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 Results 
 
Mating assays under TrwB limiting conditions.  
The amount of TrwB produced from plasmid R388 under normal liquid 
growth conditions was determined by comparison with known quantities of purified 
TrwB∆N70 protein in a Western blot (Figure 1A). The different bands shown were 
used to make a calibration curve. The amount of TrwB in the R388 sample, 
corresponding to 3x107 bacteria, is 8.3 ng. Thus, there are 3,350 TrwB monomers 
per cell. This is a surprisingly high amount of protein compared to the RP4 
conjugative system, where a similar study determined that there are less than 5 
molecules per cell of the T4CP TraG (20). This suggests that the R388 PtrwA 
promoter, driving the expression of the trwABC operon, produces TrwB in excess. If 
this were the case, mutations affecting the activity of TrwB only partially might not 
affect the conjugation frequency. In order to construct a system in which the 
amount of TrwB has a direct effect on the conjugation frequency, we designed a set 
of conjugation assays in which we modified trwB expression conditions and/or we 
used a heterologous T4SS for DNA transfer. The different transfer assay conditions 
are depicted in Figure 2. 
 We constructed a plasmid (pHP139) in which the expression of trwB was 
under the control of the lactose promoter. This plasmid was carried in the lacIQ 
strain D1210 in order to keep trwB expression repressed. For induction of its 
expression, we assayed two different lac induction conditions: i) mild 
overexpression by addition of IPTG to the mating plate, and ii) strong 
overexpression by an additional 2-hour incubation with IPTG prior to the mating. 
The amount of TrwB present in each condition was checked by western blot (Fig. 
1B). Results confirmed that TrwB was not produced at detectable levels from 
pHP139 in the absence of induction, while upon addition of IPTG there was an 
increase in TrwB levels. The amount of TrwB under strong induction conditions was 
comparable to the TrwB levels in wild type R388 (Fig. 1B, compare lanes 2 and 5). 
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For comparison, TrwB levels were monitored in plasmid pSU4622 (Table 2), where 
trwB is expressed from the PtrwA promoter and an additional Plac promoter 
originating from the vector; the TrwB levels observed were higher than in R388, 
and increased upon IPTG induction (Fig. 1B, compare lanes 2, 6 and 7). 
 Both trwB expressing plasmids were tested for complementation of the R388 
trwB mutant pSU1443 (Fig. 2, assays A and B) under different induction conditions. 
Results showed that even in the absence of induction, the amount of TrwB 
produced from the lactose promoter was high enough to complement pSU1443 
mobilization to the same levels as with the plasmid expressing PtrwA-trwAtrwB 
(compare assays A and B). After several hours of overexpression of trwB from the 
lactose promoter in pHP139, the transfer efficiency dropped 1 log (Fig. 2), which 
could be due to an adverse effect of an excess of TrwB. However, the steady-state 
levels of TrwB were not higher than in assay A (Fig. 1B, compare lanes 5 and 6). A 
reason could be that in assay A, additional TrwA is produced from pSU4622, as 
checked by western blot (Fig. 1C, lanes 2, 3). We constructed another plasmid 
(pDEL003, Table 2) by adding trwA 5´to trwB in plasmid pHP139; TrwA production 
increased with IPTG induction as expected (Fig. 1C, lanes 6, 7). We used this 
plasmid to complement the R388 trwB mutant (assay type C, Fig. 2). The results 
showed a 1-log increase in the conjugation frequency with respect to the Plac-trwB 
construct, and the frequency was not lowered after 3h induction with IPTG, 
suggesting that TrwA is counteracting the deleterious effect of an excess of TrwB. 
We also used the T4SS of plasmid pKM101 for DNA mobilization. The 
conjugative machinery of this plasmid is related to that of R388, and it was shown 
that the T4SS of both plasmids are functionally exchangeable (37). Plasmids coding 
for trwB under different expression conditions were tested for conjugation in the 
presence of compatible plasmids coding for the T4SS of pKM101 (pKM101∆mob) 
and the relaxosomal components of R388, oriT-trwA-trwC (Fig. 2, assays type D, E 
and F). TrwB levels were checked by western blots of donor cells from assays D, E, 
F (Fig. 1D). The results of the conjugation assays are shown in Fig. 2; the higher 
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frequencies obtained when the T4SS of pKM101 was used are probably due to the 
higher copy number of the mobilizable plasmid used in this case (a pMB1-derived 
replicon, versus the R388 derivative pSU1443). In the absence of induction, there 
was no detectable TrwB protein produced from the lactose promoter, correlating 
with the very low conjugation frequencies observed (Fig. 1D and Fig. 2). Upon 
addition of IPTG, we observed that conjugation efficiency became dependent on the 
amount of TrwB, especially when trwB expression was controlled from the lactose 
promoter only (assays E, F; Fig. 2). In summary, the combination of a controlled 
expression of trwB and the use of a heterologous T4SS provided an assay where 
the conjugation frequency is dependent on the amount of TrwB.  
There was a significant increase in the transfer frequencies when the plasmid 
expressing Plac-trwAB was used in place of Plac-trwB (compare assays E and F). 
This was not due to a different amount of TrwB, as judged by western blot (Fig. 
1D), but could be due to the different amount of TrwA (Fig. 1E). Thus, the results 
could suggest that expression of trwA is itself another limiting factor, or that it is 
important for TrwB function in conjugation. To pursue our study of TrwB function, 
we used assay type E, where the only limiting factor is TrwB. 
TrwB is required for TrwC transport into recipient cells, even in the absence 
of DNA transfer (15). Using triparental matings as described (15), transport of 
TrwC was detected by complementation of a trwC deficient R388 in the recipient 
cell. Wild-type TrwB was assayed for TrwC transport under different induction 
conditions (Fig 2, assays type G, H, I). To avoid entry exclusion, the T4SS present 
in the donor was that of pKM101 in all cases. The transfer frequencies obtained 
(Fig. 2) were much lower than in DNA transfer assays, as described (15). It can be 
observed that frequencies were also increased by induction of trwB expression, and 
that TrwC transport was 10 times more efficient when trwA expression was 
increased from Plac-trwAB. 
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Characterization of TrwB∆N70 mutants.  
Based on the known 3D structure of protein TrwB∆N70, which contains the 
cytoplasmic domain of TrwB, we selected the residues highlighted in Figure 3, 
which were more likely to have a key role in TrwB function. We performed site-
directed mutagenesis of each one as detailed in Methods. We also performed a 
random mutagenesis procedure by continuous growth of a trwB-containing plasmid 
in the E. coli mutator strain XL1-Red and selection of transfer-deficient mutants, as 
detailed in Methods. Two transfer-deficient mutants were obtained: S270P and 
R318H.  
 Mutations were initially introduced in plasmid pSU4622, which carries genes 
trwA and trwB under the control of PtrwA. In order to assess the steady-state levels 
of the transfer-deficient mutant TrwB proteins, Western blot analysis was carried 
out from extracts of cells containing the pSU4622 derivatives after IPTG induction. 
All mutants showed same protein levels as wild-type TrwB, except when indicated. 
Plasmids containing TrwB mutations were checked for complementation of the 
transfer-deficient R388 trwB mutant pSU1443, and for dominant negative 
phenotype in the presence of wild-type TrwB. Results are shown in Table 3. Most 
NBD mutants, a triple AAD mutant and C-terminal deletions knocked down TrwB 
function in conjugation. TrwB mutations that did not have an effect in the standard 
complementation assay (type A in Fig. 2) were transferred to plasmid pHP139 and 
tested for TrwB function under the TrwB limiting conditions defined above. Results 
are shown in Table 4. Additional mutants were found to be impaired in conjugation 
under these mating conditions. These results are next analyzed in detail by mutant 
categories. 
 Mutants in the NBD. This domain contains the NTP binding pocket. Also, 
monomer-monomer interactions run mainly along this domain. According to the 
structure, there are several residues in direct contact with the NTP belonging to two 
adjacent monomers (Fig. 3 C). Residues K136, D158, D356, E357, Q386 and Q390 
contact the NTP from one TrwB monomer, while residues R124 and R375 contact 
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the NTP from the adjacent TrwB monomer. All of them were changed to alanine, 
except for the previously characterized mutant K136T (42, 54). In addition, mutant 
R318H was obtained by random mutagenesis; residue R318 lies at the interface 
between monomers (Fig. 3B, shown in red). Standard complementation assays 
(Table 3) showed that almost all designed mutations in contact with the bound NTP 
were completely transfer-deficient; mutant R124A retained 2% transfer efficiency, 
and mutation Q390A (which lies slightly separated from the nucleotide molecule) 
did not affect transfer significantly in the standard mating assay, but showed a 
strong phenotype when trwB expression or the T4SS used were altered (Table 4, 
assays B, E). 
All transfer-deficient NBD mutations showed a dominant negative phenotype 
(Table 3). The strongest effect (5-log) occurred in mutant Q386A. Mutants with a 
strong dominant negative effect (2-3 logs) were: K136T (previously reported in 
(54)), D158A, D356A, E357A, R375A, and the randomly obtained mutant R318H. 
Mutations R124A and Q390A showed an effect of less than 1-log.  
Mutants in the AAD. This domain is located at the cytoplasmic side of the 
TrwB hexamer and it surrounds the entrance to the ICH. Thus, it is a candidate for 
interactions with the components of the relaxosomal substrate: TrwA, TrwC, and 
the DNA to be transferred. We searched for residues which were polar and surface-
exposed, and also residues that were conserved in different T4CPs, and we 
constructed the following double mutants (Fig. 3 A,B): H244A W245A, based on the 
conservation of these two residues in the T4CP family; R240A E241A and D252A 
D253A, based on the charge and proximity of the residues to the cytoplasmic 
entrance to the ICH; and a more aggressive triple mutant D252R D253R D259R 
(named triple-AAD mutant), in which the three charged residues were mutated to 
residues with the opposite charge. Neither of the three double mutants affected 
transfer (Table 3). The triple mutant D252R D253R D259R, however, knocked down 
protein function completely. The double mutant H244A W245A showed an effect on 
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conjugation under TrwB limiting conditions (1-2 log drop in transfer frequency; 
Table 4). 
 Mutants in the ICH. According to the current model, the ICH is the 
candidate region for DNA interaction, since transferred DNA is expected to travel 
through the centre of the hexamer. Positively charged residues could have a role in 
contacting the negatively charged DNA backbone. Therefore, the three lysines 
protruding into the ICH (K275, K398, K421; see Fig. 3A) were mutated to alanine. 
Mutant K421A contained the additional mutation D425A, also mapping in the ICH. 
In addition, a conserved tryptophan (W216) was previously mutated to alanine and 
characterized (54). Residue N271 blocks the entrance to the ICH, and was mutated 
to Asp. The constructed mutants did not significantly affect transfer (Table 3), 
except for the already described mutant W216A. Mutation N271D did not affect 
transfer even in limiting conditions (Table 4), in contrast with the randomly 
obtained transfer-deficient mutant S270P, lying adjacent to N271 (Fig. 3A, shown 
in dark green). Mutations in the three lysines protruding into the ICH did not affect 
transfer frequencies, or even showed 10-times higher conjugation frequencies than 
the wild-type in some cases (mutant K421A in assay B, mutant K398A in assay E; 
Table 4). 
Mutant W216A, as previously reported, showed a severe dominant negative 
phenotype (5-log drop in the transfer efficiency of the co-resident wild-type 
plasmid). Mutant S270P showed a dominant-negative effect of about 2-logs. 
 C-terminal deletions. Both ∆12C and ∆17C deletions were constructed. As 
judged by the 3D structure (Fig. 3A), the C-terminal 12 residues of the TrwB 
monomer protrude away from the structure as a random coil, and residues 13-17 
from the C-terminus lay on top of the bound NTP molecule. Both deletions resulted 
in severely reduced protein functionality (3- and 4-log decrease, respectively, in the 
standard conjugation assay; Table 3). The amount of protein present, as judged by 
western blot analysis, was reduced: roughly, the ∆12C deletion showed half the 
amount of protein, and the ∆17C deletion showed approximately 1/5th of wild-type 
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levels (data not shown), suggesting that this deletion affected the stability of TrwB. 
However, considering that under these conditions the amount of TrwB is not a 
limiting factor, it can be speculated that the C-terminus of TrwB plays a role in its 
activity. 
Effect of TrwB∆N70 mutants in relaxase transport. In order to 
determine if any of the TrwB mutations affected specifically protein transport 
through the T4SS, triparental matings were performed (Fig. 2, assay G). Since the 
transfer frequency in this assay is much lower than to test DNA transfer, the assays 
were performed from donor strain DH5α, which allows expression from the lactose 
promoter even in the absence of IPTG. Using this donor strain, transfer frequencies 
without IPTG were higher than with IPTG-induced D1210 donor cells.  
All transfer-deficient or severely affected mutants (mutants K136T, R124A, 
D158A, D356A, E357A, R375A, Q386A, W216A, S270P, R318H, triple-AAD, and 
∆12C) were deficient for TrwC transport in the absence of DNA: <4x10-7 
transconjugants per donor, compared to a frequency of 4x10-3 in the presence of 
wild-type TrwB (data not shown). The assays with the mutants shown to affect 
TrwB function only under certain assay conditions are shown in Table 4, last 
column. Mutants affected in DNA transfer (Q390A, and double mutant 
H244AW245A to a lesser extent) were proportionally affected in TrwC transfer. 
Interestingly, mutants K398A, K275A, and especially N271D, inside and closing the 
entrance of the ICH respectively, were not affected in DNA transfer but showed a 
significant decrease in TrwC transport efficiency (57-, 20- and 1000-times 
decrease, respectively). 
 Effect of TrwB∆N70 mutants in oligomerization. We used the 
adenylate-cyclase based bacterial two-hybrid assay (29) to study protein-protein 
interactions. Previous results using this assay showed that TrwB interacts with itself 
in this system, while deletion of the N-terminal 75 residues of TrwB severely affects 
the interaction (37). We transferred selected TrwB mutations, lying close to the 
monomer-monomer interface, to plasmids producing TrwB fusions to both 
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adenylate cyclase domains (Table 2) and introduced them in the DHM1 test strain, 
as explained in Methods. The results are shown in Table 5, left colums. NBD 
mutations K136T and D158A, and the C-terminal deletion ∆12C strongly affected 
the interaction, suggesting an implication of these residues in TrwB hexamer 
formation. The rest of mutants tested did not significantly affect TrwB-TrwB 
interaction, as judged by the blue colonies formed on selective plates. 
 Using this two-hybrid assay, TrwB has also been shown to interact strongly 
with the T4SS component TrwE (37). We tested the same TrwB mutants for their 
interaction with TrwE. None of them was affected in the interaction (Table 5, right 
column); thus, the NBD region involved in TrwB:TrwB interactions is not involved in 
the TrwB:TrwE interaction. 
 
 TrwB mutants improving the interaction with the T4SS.  
The TMD domain of TrwB was shown to be essential for the interaction with 
the T4SS component TrwE, as judged by two-hybrid analysis. In turn, the N-
terminal 64 residues of TrwE, which include also a transmembranal segment, were 
essential for the interaction (37). This suggests that the TrwB-TrwE interaction 
occurs mainly at the inner membrane. We used the bacterial two-hybrid assay as a 
screening method to look for TrwB mutations that affected this interaction. Since 
mutants that lose the interaction are less informative, we decided to address the 
weaker interaction between TrwB and the TrwE homologue of the highly related Trw 
T4SS of Bartonella tribocorum, TrwEBt (13); the TrwB:TrwEBt interaction renders 
pale blue colonies in this assay, allowing the screening for mutants with improved 
TrwB-TrwEBt interactions by selecting dark blue colonies on X-gal containing 
selective medium. 
We performed random mutagenesis on the 5´ region of both genes, as 
explained in Methods, and selected mutants rendering dark blue colonies for further 
analysis. Several colonies were obtained in both cases: eight out of about two 
thousand colonies when screening for TrwB mutations (plus 18 white colonies that 
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were not further characterized), and seven out of about four thousand colonies 
when screening for TrwEBt mutations (plus 20 white colonies). The TrwB and 
TrwEBt mutants obtained are listed in Table 6 and illustrated in Figure 4. Mutants 
altering the TrwB:TrwEBt interaction lied mostly in the transmembranal segments 
of both proteins. Six out of eight TrwB mutants carried the P18S mutation, alone or 
together with additional silent mutations; only one of them was selected for further 
analysis. 
Mutants were checked for their functionality in conjugation by 
complementation assays of either an R388 TrwB mutant or an R388 TrwE mutant, 
since TrwEBt was previously shown to complement an R388 trwE mutation, albeit 
with 100-fold lower efficiency (13). Results of the complementation tests are shown 
in Table 6. The TrwEBt mutants maintained their ability to complement an R388 
TrwE mutant as efficiently as wild-type TrwEBt; the only mutant that 
complemented about 10-times lower was the double mutant P57L T107A, while 
mutations affecting either residue independently did not affect complementation. 
Similarly, TrwB mutants were not altered in their function in R388 conjugation, 
showing the same complementation levels as wild-type TrwB (Table 6). We 
transferred TrwB mutations to pHP139 in order to assay them under restrictive 
conditions (assay type E). Both mutants V74I and P18S S95N behaved as wild-type 
TrwB in this assay (data not shown). 
 All mutants were also tested for their interaction with R388-TrwE, and no 
significant differences from wild-type TrwB and TrwEBt were observed (data not 
shown). TrwB mutants were additionally tested for self-interaction and interaction 
with wild-type TrwB. Results (Fig. 4 right, lower panel) showed an increase in 
TrwB-TrwB interaction, especially for mutant P18S. Thus, the mutants selected in 
the N-terminal region increased both TrwB-TrwEBt and TrwB-TrwB interactions. 
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Discussion 
 
Coupling proteins are key elements of the conjugative transfer machineries; 
their pivotal role as connectors between the relaxosome and the T4SS implies the 
existence of protein-protein interactions on both sides and thus an essential role in 
substrate recruitment. In addition, evidence is accumulating that T4CPs may also 
act as DNA pumping motors. Consequently, these proteins have to accomplish a 
number of functions, such as interactions with the T4SS and with the relaxosome, 
DNA binding, and ATPase activity. In this work, we addressed a mutagenesis 
analysis of the T4CP TrwB which allowed us to discern key residues of the protein 
involved in its different functional roles. In order to characterize these mutants, we 
designed a series of conjugation assays under different trwB expression conditions. 
 
 TrwB function under different assay conditions. 
 We determined that there are several thousand TrwB molecules per cell 
when expressed from its natural promoter in plasmid R388. Thus, we suspected the 
amount of TrwB was probably in excess under standard assay conditions, a 
situation which would hamper the search for transfer-deficient trwB mutants. 
Confirming this assumption, we set up a conjugation assay controlling trwB 
expression from a lactose promoter and using the T4SS of the related plasmid 
pKM101, where the amount of TrwB correlates directly with the frequency of 
transfer (Figure 2). In the wild type situation, the conjugation frequency was not 
dependent on the amount of TrwB. A plausible explanation is that the interaction of 
TrwB with the T4SS of pKM101 is less efficient, but this loss is compensated by an 
increased amount of TrwB. 
 The use of the TrwB limiting system allowed us to detect TrwB mutations 
affecting transfer efficiency, which were not apparent in the standard conjugation 
assay. Nevertheless, caution has to be exerted when interpreting data from TrwB 
mutants which show an impaired phenotype only in the limiting system. It has to 
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be taken into account that a heterologous T4SS is being used. In the absence of 
any further phenotype shown by in vitro assays, it remains possible that the effect 
observed is solely due to a defective interaction of the T4CP with the T4SS of 
pKM101, and that the mutations would not affect the interaction of TrwB with its 
cognate T4SS. However, considering the residues showing a phenotype under these 
conditions (located in the NBD, the AAD, and in the ICH), this seems unlikely. The 
more plausible explanation is that the inefficient interaction of TrwB with the T4SS 
of pKM101 cannot be compensated by the impaired TrwB variants when TrwB is not 
in excess. 
 We also found that DNA transfer frequency was increased in more than 1 log 
when trwA expression was induced (Fig. 2); in addition, an imbalance in the TrwA-
TrwB ratio seemed to be deleterious to the cell, since there was a drop in the 
transfer frequency upon IPTG induction of Plac-trwB, but not Plac-trwAB (Fig. 2). 
These data suggest that TrwA is important for TrwB function. TrwA has been shown 
to increase TrwB DNA-dependent ATPase activity (53). It is plausible that the 
formation of a TrwA-TrwB complex will work most efficiently for substrate 
recruitment and translocation. 
 Production of TrwA from its own promoter has been described to be 
autorepressed (43). Interestingly, we found that TrwA production from pHP138 
(oriT-trwAC) was indeed repressed, since only a slight amount of TrwA was 
detected by western blot (Fig. 1E, lanes 2,3); however, TrwA was produced in large 
amounts from pSU4622 (PtrwA-trwABC; Fig. 1C, lanes 2,3). A plausible explanation 
is that, while pHP138 includes the R388 oriT and thus, 400 bp upstream the start of 
trwA, in pSU4622, the PtrwA promoter sequence starts at nucleotide 270 from the 
R388 oriT sequence (33), including TrwA binding site A but not binding site B (43); 
thus, TrwA needs both binding sites A and B to repress its own promoter, which 
should lead to a redefinition of the trwABC promoter. 
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 Functional dissection of TrwB 
 We mutagenized the N-terminal region of TrwB and screened for mutants 
affected in the interaction with the T4SS. Point mutants in the cytoplasmic domain 
were designed based on the protein 3D structure addressing putative key residues 
for NTP binding/hydrolysis, oligomerization, and interaction with the substrate 
protein and DNA. This approach was complemented with a search for transfer-
deficient mutants after random mutagenesis. Mutants were characterized using the 
above-described assays. A summary of the results obtained is schematized in 
Figure 5. The TrwB domains proposed to be involved in specific TrwB functions are 
indicated, with the mutated residues highlighted in different shades to indicate the 
magnitude of their effect in transfer. 
 Mutants in nucleotide binding/hydrolysis and oligomerization. 
Residue K136 is in Walker box A, while residues D356 and E357 form the DEXX box 
(Walker box B) (55). Residue D158 is within a putative Asp box. Residues R124 and 
R375 contribute to the NTP-binding pocket from the adjacent subunit (Fig. 3C). 
When the 3D structures of TrwB∆N70 resembling the substrate and product of NTP 
hydrolysis were compared (18), the regions that varied most were the P-loop 
(including K136), residues R124 and R375, and the region that includes Q386 and 
Q390. The data suggest that the selected residues have a key role in nucleotide 
binding and hydrolysis. 
 Six out of eight mutants in contact with the NTP (K136T, D158A, D356A, 
E357A, R375A, and Q386A) lost their function in conjugation. Mutant R124A 
retained 2% transfer ability, and mutant Q390A was impaired in conjugation under 
TrwB-limiting conditions (Tables 3 and 4).The results obtained underscore the 
essential role of NTP binding-hydrolysis by TrwB in conjugation. All NBD mutants 
showed a proportional transfer-deficient phenotype when only conjugative TrwC 
transport was tested, suggesting that the ATPase activity is equally required for 
DNA and protein transport through the T4SS. 
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 All transfer-deficient mutants in the NBD exerted negative dominance to 
different extents (Table 3). Negative dominance is typically an effect of mutant 
proteins that form part of complexes, so an explanation for this effect would be that 
these mutants can oligomerize with wild-type TrwB forming non-functional hetero-
hexamers. However, a two-hybrid assay showed that mutations K136T and D158A 
strongly affected the TrwB-TrwB interaction (Table 5). It is possible that the 
mutants with decreased binding ability form unstable, less-functional multimers. 
But, considering that these mutants maintain intact their interaction with TrwE 
(Table 5), it seems more plausible that negative dominance is due to the interaction 
of the TrwB mutants with the T4SS components, and subsequent “poisoning” of the 
TrwB-T4SS functional interaction required for DNA transfer. 
 The C-terminal deletion ∆12C also affected TrwB-TrwB interactions (Table 
5). Thus, in addition to the N-terminal region, the C-terminal segment and the NBD 
region of TrwB were involved in TrwB-TrwB interactions. Similar results were 
obtained with the T4CPs TraD of the F plasmid and TcpA of plasmid pCW3: the TMD 
is important for oligomerization, together with another segment of the cytoplasmic 
domain (23, 50). It was suggested that the N-terminal domain of TraD is required 
for the interaction of the T4CP with the rest of the conjugal machinery, while the 
region of the soluble domain would be only required for self-interactions. In 
accordance with these results, we have shown that the residues implicated in the 
interaction of TrwB with the T4SS component TrwE are located in the N-terminal 
segment (Fig. 4), while cytoplasmic mutations affecting severely TrwB-TrwB 
interactions do not affect the interaction with TrwE (Table 5). 
Putative mutants in relaxosomal interactions. TrwB interacts with the 
relaxosomal proteins TrwA and TrwC, and binds non-specifically both ss and dsDNA 
(37, 42). TrwB ICH is expected to be the channel for DNA transfer. The AAD of 
TrwB is located in the cytoplasmic side of the hexamer and surrounds the entrance 
to the ICH. We constructed a series of mutants targeting the residues more likely to 
be involved in interactions with TrwA, TrwC or the DNA (Fig. 3 A,B): conserved or 
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polar residues at the AAD surface, and positively charged residues protruding into 
the ICH. The targeted AAD region is within the TrwB region from Y233 to G260, 
which is structurally related to protein TraM of the F plasmid, involved in 
relaxosomal specificity (18). 
When these mutants were tested in the standard conjugation assay, the 
triple mutant in the AAD region, and the previously characterized W216A mutant in 
the ICH were transfer deficient (Table 3). In addition, a random mutagenesis 
experiment rendered mutant S270P, which lies close to the cytoplasmic entrance to 
the ICH. Thus, the AAD polar surface, the ICH and the entrance to the ICH are 
essential regions for TrwB function, but under standard conjugation assays, 
aggressive mutations are required to obtain an impaired phenotype. When 
transferred to the TrwB limiting assays depicted in Fig. 2, additional mutants 
showed a decrease in conjugation efficiency (Table 4), especially the AAD mutant in 
two conserved residues, H244AW245A, which was 2-logs less efficient than wild-
type TrwB. 
It should be noted that all mutants affected in DNA transfer were 
proportionally affected in TrwC transport (Table 4). No mutants were obtained 
affecting specifically DNA transfer, which would have mapped a DNA pumping 
activity of TrwB. However, several mutants were obtained which were not affected 
in DNA transfer but showed a significant decrease in efficiency for TrwC transport 
(Table 4). These discriminatory mutants open up the unlikely possibility that DNA is 
transported independently of TrwC; however, there are other more plausible 
explanations. While only one or a few TrwC-DNA complexes are expected to be 
transferred during conjugation, TrwC alone may be transported in large numbers in 
order to recircularize the transferred DNA in the recipient cell. Both substrates 
(TrwC and TrwC-DNA) could be recruited with different affinities; in fact, TrwB 
interacts with the relaxase domain of TrwC (37), so the presence of the covalently 
bound DNA could affect this interaction. Since TrwB binds DNA, the TrwC-DNA 
complex could likely be the preferred substrate. In the triparental matings 
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performed to check for TrwC transport, complementation of the trwC mutant in the 
“second donor” strain would be largely dependent on the amount of TrwC molecules 
entering the cell from the “first donor” strain. Thus, a defect in TrwC transport, 
while maintaining TrwC-DNA transfer levels, may diminish significantly the number 
of free TrwC molecules entering the “second donor” and thus the complementation 
efficiency, from which TrwC transport rates are estimated.  
The residues affected specifically in TrwC transport were located inside or at 
the entrance of the ICH (mutants K398A, K275A, and especially N271D). This 
location suggests that they could have a role in recruitment of TrwC. TrwB residue 
K398 is imbibed in the ICH; the effect of mutation K398A on TrwC transport could 
imply that TrwC is secreted through the TrwB ICH in an unfolded state. More likely, 
TrwB could interact with TrwC as a monomer, and after TrwC translocation through 
the T4SS, TrwB would hexamerize on the DNA, as suggested by the “shoot and 
pump” model for DNA transfer (36). 
 Mutants in the TMD. Previous works showed that the soluble derivatives 
TrwB∆N75 and TrwE∆N64 lost the interaction with each other and with themselves 
(37). We mutagenized the region coding for the N-terminal 135 residues of TrwB 
and TrwEBt, selecting for mutants which showed stronger interactions with each 
other in the two-hybrid assay. In this way, we mapped the interacting domain of 
these proteins, according to the location of the residues shown to increase the 
interaction when mutated (Fig. 4, Table 6). Most mutations lied in the 
transmembranal regions of both proteins, although mutation T107S in TrwEBt 
indicated that regions outside the inner membrane are also required for the 
interaction. Two proline residues, Pro18 in TrwB and Pro57 in TrwEBt, appeared in 
independently isolated mutants, highlighting their importance in the interaction, 
and ensuring that the mutagenesis procedure was exhaustive. Structural motifs 
that contain proline residues in α-helices are key elements in mechanisms of 
signalling through conformational ‘switches’, since prolines affect the α-helix 
topology in the inner membrane by changing the direction of the helix (46). Their 
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mutation probably induced a conformational change that affected the interaction 
with other proteins.  
 The interaction between the T4CP and the VirB10 homologue is of special 
relevance. It was shown that this interaction drives the efficiency of DNA transfer 
through heterologous T4SS (37). In this case, mutants with stronger interactions 
did not show corresponding higher DNA transfer efficiency; but it has to be taken 
into account that, while interactions between TrwB and TrwEBt are improved, 
interactions between TrwEBt and the rest of the R388 T4SS may still limit the 
efficiency of DNA transfer. 
 VirB10 has been proposed to act as an energy sensor which could couple 
inner membrane ATP consumption to substrate transfer (9). We have found that 
the same TrwB residues involved in interaction with TrwE were also involved in 
TrwB-TrwB interactions (Fig. 4 right, lower panel). It is tempting to speculate that 
the transmembranal helices from TrwB and TrwE intertwine in the inner membrane; 
in this way, the ICH of the TrwB hexamer would contact directly with the 
transmembranal channel formed by TrwE, recently shown to cross both bacterial 
membranes (10); so the mating signal could be transmitted from the outside to the 
relaxosome via the T4CP-VirB10 interaction. 
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Legends to Figures 
 
Figure 1. Western blots showing TrwB (A, B, D) or TrwA (C, E) amounts 
under different expression conditions. Total extracts from E. coli cells containing the 
trwB-expressing plasmid indicated at the top were processed as described in 
Methods, samples run on SDS-PAGE and proteins detected with anti-TrwB (αB) or 
anti-TrwA (αA) serum. A to C, SDS-PAGE with samples from cells harbouring the 
trwB expressing plasmids alone. D and E, SDS-PAGE with samples from D1210 cells 
containing additional plasmids pKM101∆mob and pHP138, as in conjugation assay 
types DEF (Fig. 2). The position of TrwA and TrwB is indicated to the left. The white 
arrowhead points to unspecific bands visible in the strain with no plasmids. 
Molecular size markers are indicated to the right (in kDa). B∆N70, purified 
TrwB∆N70 protein, shown in A for TrwB quantification, and in B, D as a size 
marker. The induction conditions (IPTG during 0, 1 or 3h) are indicated as -, + or 
++, respectively. 
 
Figure 2. Scheme of the different conjugation assays used in this work, and 
the transfer frequencies obtained. The elements of the transfer machinery present 
in each assay type (A to I) are represented as indicated in the lower part of the 
Figure. The transposon insertion inactivating trwB in the R388 derivative is 
represented by a triangle. The different plasmids (separated by “+” symbols) 
present in the donor strains are the sum of those in the lane and column matching 
for each assay type; lanes also indicate the transferred product (either TrwC alone 
or with covalently attached DNA). Standard (A-F) or triparental (G-I) matings were 
performed as described in Methods. IPTG was added to the mating plate only (+) or 
preceded by an additional two-hour incubation in liquid (++), as explained in 
Methods. Frequencies (as number of transconjugants per donor) are the mean of 3-
5 independent experiments. Under these assay conditions, background transfer in 
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the absence of a mobilizable plasmid is <10-7 transconjugants/donor, and R388 
transfer frequency is 10-1 transconjugants/donor. 
 
Figure 3. Representations of the 3D structure of TrwB∆N70 bound to ADP 
(pdb accession number 1GKI), where the mutated residues are highlighted 
spacefilled. A, side view of two opposing monomers, showing in green the mutated 
residues which protrude into the ICH of the hexamer. The extent of the 12 and 17 
C-terminal residues of the protein is indicated with arrows (12C and 17C, 
respectively). Mutated AAD residues are also indicated (spacefilled, gray colour). B, 
the TrwB∆N70 hexamer seen from the cytoplasmic side, with the selected residues 
from the AAD domain showed spacefilled. Residue R318, located in the interface 
between monomers, is also highlighted (in red colour). The region included in the 
quadrangle is amplified in C for better resolution of the mutated residues in the 
proximity of the nucleotide molecule.  
 
Figure 4. Mutations affecting the TrwB-TrwE interaction. Left, scheme of 
the transmembranal regions of TrwEBt and TrwB. Predicted transmembranal 
segments are represented by helices imbibed in the inner membrane (IM). C, 
cytoplasm; P, periplasm. N, N-terminus of the proteins. The location of the residues 
shown to be involved in the interaction is indicated with arrows. Right, protein-
protein interactions tested by the two-hybrid assay as shown in Fig. 2. For each 
spot, the pairs of proteins produced as T25 and T18 fusions are indicated. The top 
panel shows the TrwEBt mutants tested against TrwB; the middle panel, TrwB 
mutants tested against TrwEBt; and the bottom panel, TrwB mutants tested against 
TrwB or themselves. 
 
Figure 5. Left, representation of a TrwB protomer with the mutated 
residues shown spacefilled and their proposed function indicated in a colour code. 
Within each proposed functional domain, the spacefilled residues show brighter 
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colours when their mutation affects the transfer efficiency. The 3D structure of the 
N-terminal TMD has been modelled as in (19). Each mutated residue is marked with 
a number. Right, the Table summarizes the results obtained from the in vivo 
assays for each mutant. Mating assays: DNA transfer efficiency (DNA), TrwC 
transport efficiency (TrwC), and negative dominance (ND). Two-hybrid assays: 
TrwB-TrwB interactions (B:B), TrwB-TrwE interactions (B:E), and TrwB-TrwEBt 
interactions (B:Eb).
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Table 1. Published plasmids used in this work. 
 
 
Plasmid Description    Phenotype  Reference 
___________________________________________________________ 
 
pET29:trwAC pET29c:PtrwA-trwA-trwC  Km TrwA TrwC  (15) 
pHP100 pSU24:trwE Bartonella  Cm TrwE-Bartonella  (13) 
pHP102 pSU24:trwE    Cm TrwE   (13) 
pKM101∆mob pKM101 SmaI deletion  Ap IncN Tra- T4SS+  (15) 
pMTX502 pT25::trwB∆N75   Cm T25:TrwB∆N75  (37) 
pMTX503 pT18::trwB∆N75   Ap TrwB∆N75:T18  (37) 
pMTX513 pUT18C::trwB   Ap T18:TrwB   (37) 
pMTX514 pT25::trwB    Cm T25:TrwB   (37) 
pMTX611 pSU4633 (trwB-W216A)  Cm TrwA TrwB-W216A (54) 
pMTX631 pUT18C::trwE   Ap T18:TrwE   (37) 
pMTX632 pT25::trwE    Cm T25:TrwE   (37) 
pMTX697 pUT18C::trwE (Bartonella)  Ap T18:TrwE-Bartonella (13) 
pMTX698 pT25::trwE (Bartonella)  Cm T25:TrwE-Bartonella (13) 
pSU19  Cloning vector   Cm Rep(p15A)  (3) 
pSU1443 R388:Tn5tac1 in trwB  Tp Km Tra- IncW  (34) 
pSU1445  R388:Tn5tac1 in trwC  Tp Km Tra- IncW  (34) 
pSU2007 R388 KmR    All TRAw proteins  (40) 
pSU4134 R388:Tn5tac1 in trwE  Tp Km Tra- IncW  (37) 
pSU4622 pSU24::PtrwA-trwA-trwB  Cm TrwA TrwB  (42) 
pSU4623 pSU4622 (trwB-KpnI)  Cm TrwA TrwB-KpnI  (42) 
pSU4632  pSU4622 (trwB-K136T)  Cm TrwA TrwB-K136T (42) 
pSU4633  pSU4622 (trwB-KpnI/NdeI)  Cm TrwA TrwB-KpnI/NdeI (42) 
pT25  2-hybrid cloning vector  Cm T25   (29) 
pT25zip 2-hybrid positive control  Cm T25-leuzipper  (29) 
pUT18  2-hybrid cloning vector  Ap T18   (30) 
pUT18C 2-hybrid cloning vector  Ap T18   (30) 
pUT18zip 2-hybrid positive control  Ap T18-leuzipper  (30) 
__________________________________________________________________
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Table 2. Bacterial plasmids constructed in this work. 
               Construction 1 
       ______________________________________________________________________________ 
Plasmid Description    Vector  Insert       Digestion/oligonucleotides (5´-3´) 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Plasmids expressing PtrwA-trwA-trwB  
pDEL010    trwB-K275A    pSU4633  PCR on pSU4633 TGA AGC GAG CGC GGC GCT GAC 
            CCAGAATTCTAGATAGTCCCCTCAACAA 
            CCTGGATCCGATGCATCCAGACGATCA 
pMTX520 trwB-D158A    pSU4633 PCR on pSU4633 CCGCATGGTAATTGTGGCGCCGAATGGCGATATG 
            CCAGAATTCTAGATAGTCCCCTCAACAA  
            CCAGGATCCTCGGACAAGGCGAATTTG 
pMTX521 trwB-D356A    pSU4633 PCR on pSU4633 GGCTGTTCATCGCCGAGCTCGCTTCGCTGGAAAAG 
            CCAGAATTCTAGATAGTCCCCTCAACAA  
            CCAGGATCCTCGGACAAGGCGAATTTG 
pMTX524 trwB-Q386A    pSU4633 PCR on pSU4633 GTGGCGGGCCTGGCGTCGACCTCGCAG 
            CCAGAATTCTAGATAGTCCCCTCAACAA  
            CCAGGATCCTCGGACAAGGCGAATTTG 
pMTX525 trwB-Q390A    pSU4633 PCR on pSU4633 CTGCAATCGACCTCAGCGCTTGATGACGTGT 
            CCAGAATTCTAGATAGTCCCCTCAACAA  
            CCAGGATCCTCGGACAAGGCGAATTTG 
pMTX527 trwB-R240A E241A   pSU4633  PCR on pSU4633 ACGCCTTCCATGGCAGCGCTGTTCCACTGGA 
            CCAGAATTCTAGATAGTCCCCTCAACAA 
            CCAGGATCCTCGGACAAGGCGAATTTG 
pMTX528 trwB-H244A W245A   pSU4633  PCR on pSU4633 ATGCGCGAATTGTTCGCCGCGACAACGATCGCCAC 
            CCAGAATTCTAGATAGTCCCCTCAACAA 
            CCAGGATCCTCGGACAAGGCGAATTTG 
pMTX530 trwB-R375A    pSU4633 PCR on pSU4633 GCACTCACCAAAGGCGCCAAGGCAGGGCTTCGG 
            CCAGAATTCTAGATAGTCCCCTCAACAA  
            CCAGGATCCTCGGACAAGGCGAATTTG 
pMTX533 trwB-D252A D253A   pSU4633  PCR on pSU4633 TCGCCACGTTTGCAGCGCTGCGGGGGTTTC 
            CCAGAATTCTAGATAGTCCCCTCAACAA 
            CCAGGATCCTCGGACAAGGCGAATTTG 
pMTX546 2 trwB-D252R D253R E259R  pSU4633 PCR on pSU1443 CATGCGCGAATTGTTCCACTGGACAACCATCGCCACGTTTCGTC 
            GACCCCGGATGAATGTCA // CCAGCAAACAAAGATTCGGCCAA 
            AGTTCCTCGCAGAAACCCCCGCAGTCGACGGATTTGCACTGCC 
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               Construction 1 
       ______________________________________________________________________________ 
Plasmid Description    Vector  Insert       Digestion/oligonucleotides (5´-3´) 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
pMTX549 trwB-N271D    pSU4633  PCR on pSU4633 TGCTGGGTCGGATGAAGCGAG 
            CCAGAATTCTAGATAGTCCCCTCAACAA 
            CCTGGATCCGATGCATCCAGACGATCA 
pMTX552 trwB-K421A D425A   pSU4633  PCR on pSU4633 CCGACCCGGCAACCAATGAGGCCATGAGTTTGA 
            CCAGAATTCTAGATAGTCCCCTCAACAA 
            CCTGGATCCGATGCATCCAGACGATCA 
pMTX553 3 trwB-K398A    pSU4633  PCR on pSU4633 ACGGCGTGGCAGAGGCGCAG 
            CCAGAATTCTAGATAGTCCCCTCAACAA 
            CCTGGATCCGATGCATCCAGACGATCA 
pMTX554 trwB-∆17C    pSU4633  PCR on pSU4633 CCAGGATCCTCGGACAAGGCGAATTTG  
            CCAGAATTCAAAGCGGAACCTTGGCAA 
pMTX558 trwB-R124A    pSU4633  PCR on pMTX518 CCACATATGAATAGCGTCGGACAAGG 
            CCAGAATTCTAGATAGTCCCCTCAACAA 
pMTX559 trwB-E357A    pSU4633 PCR on pSU4633 CTGTTCATCGACGCGTTGGCTTCGCTG 
            CCAGAATTCTAGATAGTCCCCTCAACAA  
            CCAGGATCCTCGGACAAGGCGAATTTG 
pMTX560 trwB-∆12C    pSU4633  PCR on pSU4633 CCAGAATTCAAAACTGCTTGATTTCAAG 
            CCAGGATCCTCGGACAAGGCGAATTTG 
pMTX590 trwB-S270P    pSU4633 none   None (random mutagenesis) 
pMTX593 trwB-R318H    pSU4633  none   None (random mutagenesis)  
 
 
Plasmids expressing trwB under the control of the lactose promoter 
pDEL003 pSU19:trwA-trwB   pHP139 PCR on pSU4622 TGACATATGGCACTAGGCGAC 
CCAGAATTCTAGATAGTCCCCTCAACAA 
pDEL009  pSU19:trwB-K275A   pHP139 pDEL010  KpnI + EcoRI 
pHP138 4 pET29c:oriT-trwA-trwC   pET29:trwAC PCR on pSU2007 TTACTCTAGACTCATTTTCTGCATCATTGT 
            TTACTCTAGATTGTAGTGGCATAACACTA 
pHP139 pSU19:trwB    pSU19  PCR on pMTX601 TTACAAGCTTAGGAGGATCCATATGCATCCAGACGATCAAA 
            ATGCGGCATCAGAGCAGATTG 
pHP140 pSU19:trwB-Q390A   pHP139 pMTX525  KpnI + EcoRI 
pHP141 pSU19:trwB-R240A E241A  pHP139 pMTX527  KpnI + EcoRI 
pHP142 pSU19:trwB-H244A W245A  pHP139 pMTX528  KpnI + EcoRI  
pHP143 pSU19:trwB-D252A D253A  pHP139 pMTX533  KpnI + EcoRI 
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               Construction 1 
       ______________________________________________________________________________ 
Plasmid Description    Vector  Insert       Digestion/oligonucleotides (5´-3´) 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
pHP145 pSU19:trwB-N271D   pHP139 pMTX549  KpnI + EcoRI  
pHP149 pSU19:trwB-V74I   pHP139 pHP106  BamHI + KpnI 
pHP150 pSU19:trwB-P18S S95N  pHP139 pHP107  BamHI + KpnI 
pHP169 pSU19:trwB-K421A D425A  pHP139 pMTX552  KpnI + EcoRI 
pHP170 pSU19:trwB-K398A   pHP139 pMTX553  KpnI + EcoRI 
 
Constructs in vectors for bacterial two-hybrid assay 
pHP106 pUT18C::trwB-V74I   pMTX601 PCR 5
 
on pMTX601 GAAGTTCTCGCCGGATGT 
         BamHI + KpnI  ATGCGGCATCAGAGCAGATTG 
pHP107 pUT18C::trwB-P18S S95N  pMTX601 PCR 5 on pMTX601 GAAGTTCTCGCCGGATGT 
         BamHI + KpnI  ATGCGGCATCAGAGCAGATTG 
pHP108 pUT18C::trwB-P18S   pMTX601 PCR 5 on pMTX601 GAAGTTCTCGCCGGATGT 
         BamHI + KpnI  ATGCGGCATCAGAGCAGATTG 
pHP119 pUT18C::trwEBt-T107S  pMTX697 PCR 5 on pMTX697 GAAGTTCTCGCCGGATGT 
         BamHI + NdeI  ATGCGGCATCAGAGCAGATTG 
pHP120 pUT18C::trwEBt-P57A   pMTX697 PCR 5 on pMTX697 GAAGTTCTCGCCGGATGT 
         BamHI + NdeI  ATGCGGCATCAGAGCAGATTG 
pHP121 pUT18C::trwEBt-P57L T107A  pMTX697 PCR 5 on pMTX697 GAAGTTCTCGCCGGATGT 
         BamHI + NdeI  ATGCGGCATCAGAGCAGATTG 
pHP122 pUT18C::trwEBt-P57S   pMTX697 PCR 5 on pMTX697 GAAGTTCTCGCCGGATGT 
         BamHI + NdeI  ATGCGGCATCAGAGCAGATTG 
pHP123 pUT18C::trwEBt-V54L T126A  pMTX697 PCR 5 on pMTX697 GAAGTTCTCGCCGGATGT 
         BamHI + NdeI  ATGCGGCATCAGAGCAGATTG 
pHP124 pUT18C::trwEBt-V52L   pMTX697 PCR 5 on pMTX697 GAAGTTCTCGCCGGATGT 
         BamHI + NdeI  ATGCGGCATCAGAGCAGATTG 
pHP126 pT25::trwB-V74I   pT25  pHP106  BamHI+ EcoRI 
pHP127 pT25::trwB-P18S   pT25  pHP108  BamHI+ EcoRI 
pMTX544 pT25::trwB-K136T   pT25  PCR on pSU4632 CCTGGATCCGATGCATCCAGACGATCA  
            CCAGGATCCTAGATAGTCCCCTCAACAA 
pMTX545 pUT18C::trwB-K136T   pUT18C PCR on pSU4632 CCTGGATCCGATGCATCCAGACGATCA 
            CCAGAATTCTAGATAGTCCCCTCAACAA 
pMTX601 pUT18C::trwB with KpnI  pUT18C PCR on pSU4623 CCTGGATCCGATGCATCCAGACGATCA 
            CCAGAATTCTAGATAGTCCCCTCAACAA 
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               Construction 1 
       ______________________________________________________________________________ 
Plasmid Description    Vector  Insert       Digestion/oligonucleotides (5´-3´) 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
pMTX615 pUT18C::trwB-∆12C   pMTX513 pMTX560  BsmI + EcoRI 
pMTX616 pUT18C::trwB-R375A   pMTX513 pMTX530  BsmI + StyI 
pMTX617 pUT18C::trwB-D356A    pMTX513 pMTX521  BsmI + StyI 
pMTX625 pUT18C::trwB-R318H   pMTX513 pMTX593   BsmI + EcoRI 
pMTX627 pT25::trwB-R375A    pT25  pMTX616  BamHI + KpnI 
pMTX628 pT25::trwB-D356A   pT25  pMTX617  BamHI + KpnI 
pMTX629 pUT18C::trwB-Q386A   pMTX601 pMTX524  BsmI + StyI 
pMTX630 pT25::trwB-R318H   pT25  pMTX625  BamHI  
pMTX633 pUT18C::trwB-D158A   pMTX601 pMTX520  KpnI + StyI 
pMTX645 pUT18C::trwB-E357A   pMTX601 pMTX559  KpnI/ + StyI 
pMTX647 pT25::trwB-∆12C   pT25  pMTX615  BamHI + EcoRI 
pMTX648 pT25::trwB-D158A   pT25  pMTX633  BamHI + EcoRI 
pMTX652 pT25::trwB-Q386A   pT25  pMTX629  BamHI + EcoRI 
pMTX656  pT25::trwB-E357A   pT25  pMTX645  BamHI + EcoRI 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
  
 1 First column lists the vector plasmids; second column lists the plasmids from which the inserts were obtained and the method, and third column 
indicates either the restriction enzymes used for cloning, or the oligonucleotides used for PCR amplification of the desired fragment, with the restriction 
sites underlined. When three oligonucleotides are shown, the mutant was done by the megaprimer method: the first two oligonucleotides were used for 
the first PCR reaction (the first oligonucleotide codes for the mutation; if a restriction site was introduced it is underlined), and this PCR was used as a 
megaprimer together with the third oligonucleotide in a second PCR reaction. The final PCR products were cloned either as a KpnI-EcoRI fragment in 
pSU4633 (except in pMTX558, which was digested with NdeI+EcoRI), or as a BamHI-EcoRI fragment in pGEX-3X or pMTX501. 
 2 This plasmid was obtained by Red mutagenesis as described in Methods. 
 3 This mutant was found to contain the additional mutation R417S, which will be omitted for clarity. 
 4 The oriT fragment from plasmid pSU2007 was PCR-amplified and inserted into the XbaI site of plasmid pET29c::trwAC, lying 5´to the start of 
trwA; the orientation was selected to reconstruct the same oriT-trwA arrangement as in R388. 
 5 PCR reactions were performed with the GeneMorph system to introduce random mutations (see Methods). The oligonucleotides flank the inserts 
in vector pUT18C. After the mutagenic PCR, the fragment with the desired mutated region was obtained with the indicated restriction endonucleases. 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Table 3. Transfer frequencies in the presence of different TrwB mutants.  
 
Compl. 
pSU14431 
Negative dom.2 
TrwB mutant Plasmid 
Freq. % Freq. % 
Wild-type pSU4622 2x10-3 100 7x10-2 100 
NBD      
R124A pMTX558 4x10-5  2 2x10-2 30 
K136T pSU4632 <10-7 <0,01 3x10-4 0,44 
D158A pMTX520 <10-7 <0,01 1x10-4 0,18 
D356A pMTX521 <10-7 <0,01 6x10-5 0,09 
E357A pMTX559 <10-7 <0,01 1x10-4 0,20 
R375A pMTX530 <10-7 <0,01 8x10-5 0,10 
Q386A pMTX524 <10-7 <0,01 1x10-6 0,002 
Q390A pMTX525 1x10-3 61 7x10-3 11 
AAD      
R240A E241A pMTX527 4x10-3 200 2x10-2 32 
H244A W245A pMTX528 3x10-3 150 9x10-3 13 
D252A D253A pMTX533 3x10-3 150 1x10-2 19 
D252R D253R D259R pMTX546 <10-7 <0,01 6x10-3 9 
ICH      
W216A pMTX611 <10-7 <0,01 2x10-7 0,0003 
N271D pMTX549 8x10-4 40 2x10-2 28 
K275A  pDEL010 4x10-3 200 9x10-2 129 
K398A pMTX553 3x10-3 150 1x10-2  19 
K421A D425A pMTX552 4x10-4 20 9x10-3  13 
C-term. deletions      
∆17C pMTX554 2x10-7 0,01 1x10-2  18 
∆12C pMTX560 5x10-6 0,25 1x10-2 20 
Random mutants      
S270P pMTX590 <10-7 <0,01 2x10-4   0,30 
R318H pMTX593 <10-7 <0,01 1x10-4 0,10 
 
     
 
  
 Donor and recipient strains were D1210 and DH5α, respectively. Frequencies 
are in transconjugants per donor, and are the mean of 2-9 independent assays. 
Reduced frequencies are highlighted with shadows: light gray for mild effects and 
dark gray for stronger phenotypes. 
 1 Transfer of pSU1443 (Table 1), a transfer-deficient R388 derivative with a 
transposon insertion in trwB. It was complemented by pSU4633 derivatives 
carrying the indicated trwB mutations. 
 2 Negative dominance. Donor strains carried plasmid pSU2007 (a KmR R388 
derivative) and pSU4622 or derivatives carrying the indicated mutations in trwB. 
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Table 4. Mating assays with trwB mutants under different expression 
conditions.  
 
 
Type of assay1 A B E G 
trwB promoter PtrwA Plac Plac PtrwA 
trwA coexpression YES NO NO YES 
T4SS R388 R388 pKM101 pKM101 
IPTG - - - + ++ - 
TrwB mutant (domain) 
   
 
  
Wild-type 2x10-3 6x10-3 5x10-6 2x10-3 5x10-2   4x10-3 
Q390A                    (NBD) 1x10-3 4x10-4 5x10-8 2x10-7 4x10-4 <7x10-7 
R240A E241A          (AAD) 4x10-3 2x10-3 3x10-7 3x10-4 2x10-2   6x10-4 
H244A W245A         (AAD) 3x10-3 6x10-4 1x10-8 7x10-5 2x10-2   1x10-6 
D252A D253A          (AAD) 3x10-3 2x10-3 6x10-7 3x10-4 2x10-1   8x10-4 
N271D             (AAD/ICH) 8x10-4 4x10-3 5x10-7 4x10-4 4x10-2   4x10-6 
K275A                     (ICH) 4x10-3 4x10-3 2x10-5  1x10-2 4x10-2   2x10-4 
K398A                     (ICH) 3x10-3 4x10-3 1x10-5 2x10-2 2x10-1   7x10-5 
K421A D425A           (ICH) 1x10-3 7x10-2 1x10-7 5x10-2 1x10-1   4x10-3 
 
 
 Assays type A-E test the effect of trwB mutants on DNA transfer, and were 
performed as in Table 3. Assay G tests the effect on TrwC transport in the absence 
of DNA transfer and was performed as explained in Methods, using DH5α as donor 
strain. Numbers are the mean of 2-10 independent assays. Reduced frequencies 
are highlighted with shadows: light gray for mild effects (1-2 logs drop) and dark 
gray for stronger phenotypes (more than 3 logs drop). Frequencies higher than 
wild-type are shown in bold. 
 1 Assays as depicted in Fig. 2. 
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 Table 5. Bacterial two-hybrid assays showing the effect of TrwB NBD 
mutations in protein-protein interactions 
 
 
              Protein-protein interaction tested  
 TrwB mutation      with itself      with TrwB       with TrwE 
 ___________________________________________________ 
  
 wild-type   ++  ++  +++ 
 
 ∆N75     -   -     - 
 
 K136T     -   +  +++ 
  
 D158A     -   +  +++ 
 
 R318H    ++  ++  +++  
  
 D356A    ++  ++  +++ 
 
 E357A    ++  ++  +++ 
 
 R375A    ++  ++  +++ 
 
 Q386A    ++  ++  +++ 
 
 ∆12C     -   +  +++ 
 ____________________________________________________ 
 
DHM1 cells containing pairs of plasmids coding for T18 or T25 fusions with 
the indicated TrwB mutants were grown in plates supplemented with X-gal. The + 
symbols represent the intensity of the blue colour observed. –, white colour (no 
interaction), as in the negative control (pUT18 +pT25zip); +, pale blue colour; ++, 
blue colour; +++, dark blue colour, as in the positive control (pUT18zip + pT25zip). 
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Table 6 - TrwB-TrwEBt mutants obtained by two-hybrid screen 
 
 
             Complementation*__ 
      Mutation _       pSU1443    pSU4134 
Plasmid Protein DNA  Residue (R388-trwB) (R388-trwE) 
___________________________________________________________ 
 
pUT18C none        < 10-7 
  
pMTX601 TrwB  none  none  4,8 x10-3 
 
pHP106 TrwB  GTC->ATC Val74-Ile 4,9 x10-3 
 
pHP107  TrwB  CCG->TCG Pro18-Ser 3,4 x10-3 
    AGT->AAT Ser95-Asn  
 
pHP108  TrwB  CCG->TCG Pro18-Ser 3,8 x10-3 
 
pUT18C none          < 10-7 
  
pMTX631 TrwE  none  none    1,9 x10-3 
 
pMTX697 TrwEBt none  none    1,3 x10-6 
 
pHP119 TrwEBt ACA->TCA Thr107-Ser   1,5 x10-6 
 
pHP120  TrwEBt CCA->GCA Pro57-Ala   2,0 x10-6 
 
pHP121 TrwEBt CCA->CTA Pro57-Leu   2,4 x10-7 
    ACA->GCA Thr107-Ala 
 
pHP122  TrwEBt CCA->TCA Pro57-Ser   2,9 x10-6 
 
pHP123  TrwEBt GTA->TTA Val54-Leu   1,0 x10-6 
    ACA->GCA Thr126-Ala 
 
pHP124  TrwEBt GTC->CTC Val52-Leu   1,8 x10-6 
__________________________________________________________________ 
 
* Complementation: the indicated pairs of plasmids introduced into strain 
DH5 were mated with strain D1210. pSU1443 and pSU4134 (Table 1) are 
transfer-deficient R388 derivatives with transposon insertions in trwB and trwE, 
respectively. Figures show transconjugants per donor and are the mean of 2-4 
independent experiments 
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